
AMilk Run that Turned Sour

T'he target on ..j.~1I45.Easter Sun-
day, also April Fools Day. was
Maribor, Yugo. RR Bridge ....

The official 301" BG records show no
aircraft lost on mission #454. however.
some were left for repair at'Zara. Yugo.
the ernerzencv field on the coast used by
aircraft that c~uld not make ir across the
Adriatic. Iknow, because the B-17 Iwas
in landed there after a very stress-filled
period. starting with the Bomb Run. We
had to make three passes on the Rail-
road Bridge due to a broken cloud layer
obscuring the target. FLAK was light but
at our altitude as we flew on
the lead aircraft's right wing.
Iwas busy with my Bornbar-
dier routine, target idenrifi-
cation. switches, bombsight.
etc. when we got hit. A large
piece of FLAK sliced open
the left inboard engine prop
hub. Oil W:J.S flung out
through the hub. totally CO\'-

ering the pilot's windshield
and pari: of the co-pilot's.
I' m sure many hands were
bus y attempting to feather
the prop without success.
The engine began to vibrate.
as the prop windrnilled and
sparks could be seen. Some-

.' where during this critical
time. I salvoed the bombs and we !eft'
the formation. As the vibration in-
creased, Marvin Weilnau, the pilot or-
dered Robert Karls, the navigator and:
me (Frank Finklang) our of the nose. ;
We left the bomb bay doors open as :J. :
central escape route. Just as I was de- ;
purring the nose, I S:J.W two aircraft head- :
ing for us, I turned on my gunsight and
s,;}n:ed tracking them with the chin tur-
re: as they drew closer. Suddenly they
rolled over to show the twin tails of P-38s.
I then struggled to join Karls in the waist I

arrer getting my chute hung up in the
bomb bay. The pilot called the n:J.\ig:l-
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tor. now in the waist. for :J. heading for
the nearest emergency field.

Karls had forgotten his chute and
charts during his hasty evacuation of the
nose to the waist and was desperately
trying to put on a spare seatpack over
his chest chute harness. With everyone
grim. ready to bailout if the prop sepa-
rated and cut through the nose. he re-
ceived too much help and with the pilot
pressing for a heading, the engine vibra-
tion increasing as we limped away alone,
not sure where we were or where to go.
The tv v 0 P-38s magically reappeared on

!':'.... .~

our wing flying formation, one with a :
feathered prop. It seems they thought we .
knew where we were going. so they
tagged along. The engineer, Orvin
Larson, came back to the waist with the
charts which we spread out on the floor •
to locate our position and plot a course. :
He had his head bandaged to cover the .
wound he had above his left eye. ZARA
was determined to be our choice. for land-
ing since overflying the Adriatic was too
risky. We finally located the emergency
stri p and the co-pilot. 1\ Iartin Basichis,
flew a straight-in approach due to the
limited forward visibility. The plane

dropped in from about ten feet. causing
several hard bounces. After parking. we
all quickly evacuated the plane since fire'
was still quite possible. The P-33. with
only one engine operating. parked next
co us and the pilot hopped out and
reached into the feathered engine cowl-
ing to pull our a large piece of an artil-
lery shell case. He had strafed an ammo
train and it exploded as he flew over it.
He got it and it got him. After the ela-
tion of a safe landing subsided. we cook
some photos of the plane and our crew.
Black oil discolored our silver bird to

the extent that it was ob-
viously not flyable .
Many aircraft. mostly B-
17s and B-24s. were
scattered around the un- :
usually red soil natural
surface parking areas.
\Ve were transported co
a mess hall where we.got
more bad news. .The big
meal of the day was over
and the only thing avail-
able was fruit cocktail.
so we ate and ate fruit
cocktail.

A C47 was provided
to transfer tWO B-l7
crews and one P-38 pi-
lot to Italy. I recall on the

flight back. the P-38 pilot holding the
shell case that damaged his plane. say-
ing. "I'm going co make an ash tray our
of it." We landed at home base and
headed for the Mess Hall. Yes. we again
missed the chow schedule and got scraps.
Depending on how each crew experi-
enced it. this mission. forecasted' J.S a.
Milk Run, could be critiqued with re-
POrtS of light inaccurate FLAK. an easy
mission. compared to our reports of ac-
curate FLAK. salvced bombs and near
bailout conditions with a wounded crew-
man and finally. an emergency landing.
So much for Milk Runs.
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